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President’s Report
Once again another year comes to an end and with the editor away I have left my contribution to the very last
minute mainly because I could and also because I just could not think of what to say. Mind you one can often
say far more by saying nothing! But a blank page with my name on it would disappoint all my loyal readers☺.
I try in the main to write about the positives and about what’s happened which also can make it harder to write,
as its often far easier to criticise and complain about what is not done but at the same time we can’t change
that so best to just write about what has been happening and hope that those good works will encourage
others to participate.
CMR is fortunate in that most of its members are actively involved one way or another and as I’ve said before
everyone puts in as much time as they can and members contribute in many different ways. Some will only
ever turn up to a run day and get enjoyment from that, which is fine and then there are others who aren’t at all
interested in the running of trains but enjoy helping out in other ways. Myself, as well as enjoying the run days
I get the most enjoyment out of what I do on Saturday mornings, which is as those who have been there know
I drink my many cups of coffee and have my 2 hard boiled eggs and Ryevita and Bovril and between mowing,
maintaining the reticulation and other odd jobs, chattering about the past week with Jeff Thompson and others
who regularly turn up. To me CMR is first and foremost a Miniature Railway situated in one of the most idyllic
places in Perth and this at times with all that is done can easily be overlooked. CMR is also just a hobby, it is
not a job and we should all remember this.
Unfortunately in the past few weeks we had some vandalism. Firstly the ticket box at Wilson was broken into
and signal gear was thrown about, but from what I was told no lasting damage was done and new security
screens have been fitted by the council as the building is their responsibility. Also the water tank and stand
behind the Canning signal box had been dragged and thrown into the river, but apart from the pipe damage
everything else there seems ok. Then after the November Wilson run day about 60 metres of track at the
western end of Wilson Station was pulled up. The track has now been repaired and the water tank pulled from
the river. What for me and I’m sure the rest of us is hard to understand is that both the water tank and the
track damage required quite a lot of energy and effort on the part of those who did it. Personally I just could
never be bothered to use my energy in such a negative way, but then as the say we are all different!
At the end of October we had the talkfest that was CHOGM at a cost of $26 million to we the WA tax payers (if
only just part of that had been spent on the acquisition of the land from Christian Brothers for the Canning
River regional Park!) but on the positive side the normal Monday long week end was moved as we all know to
the last Friday in October which enabled CMR to celebrate its 48th Birthday on this day and a very enjoyable
celebration it was too. The afternoon as many members are aware started about 3pm with quite a few trains
out for us all to enjoy. Then at about 5pm a wonderful BBQ was had with Sue and Ken doing the cooking and
Sue had organised the meat side of things. The Salads, which were fantastic and many and varied, had all
been made and organised by Kathy Watson with help from Tania. Around 50 members and friends sat
together up at the canteen enjoying the wonderful spread that had been provided and many went back for
seconds which to my mind is always the best recommendation of great food. The Birthday cake that Sue had
organised was then cut by yours truly and a very short speech was offered. What I thought very nice was the
appreciative words that Rob Cairns offered on behalf of the members for the efforts of Kathy and others that
had gone towards a great celebration and he led everyone in ‘three cheers’ for 48 years of CMR, thanks Rob.
The meal was then followed by some more fun playing trains even into the night. What was also so good to
see was so many members there with their kids who also were enjoying themselves driving trains under
supervision and this was made very easy with Jeff Thompson’s new engine which has a very wide seat
enabling 2 people to sit side by side.
The 2012 Calendars are now available so if as in the past you are able to distribute them, then talk to the
secretary who will organise some for you. As last year there will be no January 1st Sunday run, but the Wilson
run will be happening as usual.
I would like to thank all members for your contribution over the last twelve months especially our new
members who I hope have found their particular niche within CMR. I would also like to wish members, their
families and friends, wherever and whoever you are, a very happy and safe Christmas and New Year.
Roger Matthews
President, Castledare Miniature Railway
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FROM THE SECRETARY’S DESK
Notes from the last Committee Meeting – these are only a brief summary of some of the items discussed.
•
•
•
•
•
•

3 gondolas which are currently stored in workshop are to be rebuilt - work progressing
Reminder that General members meetings now to be held quarterly – the next being December 2011
Carriage shed extension proposal has been approved and work has started – this project is now in the
hands of a contractor
Recycled plastic picnic tables to be purchased for the picnic ground
Maroon set to be sent to Thornlie TAFE for repainting (This project will have to wait until 2012)
Club Christmas party to be held on December 10th this will be in the same format as the birthday
celebrations – BBQ meal and club to provide gifts for member’s children up to the age of 12

DATES FOR THE DIARY:
Public Run Days
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

4th December –Public Run Day Niana Station
18th December – Public Run – Wilson Station
15th January – Public Run – Wilson Station

Work days / nights – all members welcome to participate
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Wednesday
Friday

30th November---Work Day
3rd December – Work Day – preparation of railway for run day
7th December – Work Day
14th December – Work Day – last one for the year
16th December – Work Night – last one for the year

Times for the workdays are as follows:

Wednesday
Saturday
Friday

9am – 3pm - byo lunch
9am – 3pm – byo lunch
4pm – 9pm – evening meal provided

Times for workdays are generally flexible – feel free to come when you can and go when you must

General Dates for inclusion in your Diary –
Saturday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Sunday

3rd December – General members meeting in conjunction with work day
9th December – Committee meeting - 5.30pm start
10th December—Castledare’s Christmas party at the track - kids to meet Santa
11th December – CJD Earthmoving Equipment – Social club Christmas booking 10.30am start
11TH December—Lion Nathan Social club Christmas Party 9.30am start

As usual, all members are asked to offer their assistance for these private bookings – please advise
Ken or Trish as to your availability.
FORTHCOMING EVENTS:
 The AALS convention for 2012 the convention will be hosted by Penfield Model Engineers, Adelaide, SA.Registration
forms are on the web sight - if you log on to the AALS website at: www.aals.asn.au and follow the links on the left hand
side to Conventions and then down to 2012 at Penfield all relevant information is available.
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As this will be the last edition of the Cinders & Soot magazine for 2011, Sue and I would like to take this
opportunity to wish all our fellow members and their families a safe and happy Christmas holiday season. To
those among us who have been on the ‘not too well’ list either recently or at some point during the past year,
we trust you have already, or will make a speedy recovery to full health and strength.
Remember to stay safe, take care if you are travelling, but most of all, take the time to enjoy family and
friends.
Regards,
Ken

A little snippet that came via an e-mail this week – thought you may enjoy:
Two brooms were hanging in the closet and after a while they got to know each other so well, they
decided to get married.
One broom was, of course, the bride broom, the other the groom broom.
The bride broom looked very beautiful in her white dress.
The groom broom was handsome and suave in his tuxedo.
The wedding was lovely.
After the wedding, at the wedding dinner, the bride broom leaned over and said to the groom broom, 'I
think I am going to have a little broom!'
'IMPOSSIBLE !' said the groom broom.

'WE HAVEN'T EVEN SWEPT TOGETHER!'

*************************************************
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TRAIN DYNAMICS – SOME SHORT LESSONS
Part 4 - Bogies.
In this 4th article I will open by saying that one is amazed by the effort and detail that builders put into models
of locomotives be they based on the real thing or freelanced, but when it comes to rolling stock and particularly
bogies, then it is almost as if these had to be hurried, or perhaps boredom has set in and some fairly odd
designs appear. These bogies generally are simple and work but overlook some of the design features of the
real things and thus compromise safety. Just to set the scene, we will take in a little bit of history of rolling
stock bogies. Bogies (or trucks) came into use very early in the development of railways and were one item
not accredited to George Stephenson. Born in the U.S.A., bogies were used to cope with rougher track,
sharper curves and to carry greater loads and thus created the fundamental difference between North
American and European railway operations that still exist today.
Early bogies had wood framing with wrought iron reinforcing with wheels fairly close together, the spacing
gradually increased over time to allow brakes to be fitted. The early wheel diameter was 33inches (840mm)
and this is still the most used wheel diameter in North America, China and lately Australia interstate. Apart
from side buffer height this diameter has become one of the longest surviving standards in railways. (I will
argue that “standard gauge” is not!)

SORRY! Rotated to fit and save space.

Around 1870 (see above) the all-metal arch bar or diamond frame bogie appeared and if you want to see
some take a look at the PM / PMR and W class steam loco tender bogies! The side framings are held apart by
cross members and a channel transom sits under the spring nest. This arrangement provides a rigid if not a
little resilient H-frame. For some reason there was a departure from leaf springs and the bogie bolster sat or
should I say, “bounced” on coil springs (these are cheap to make). Bounced is the operative word because as
speeds increased these coils springs got into vertical oscillation that became critical if the rail joints coincided
with the bogie centres. This did cause derailments of the old WAGR XA coal hoppers when getting up a gallop
downhill.
To overcome the bounciness some damping was re-introduced in the form of leaf springs, again, which can be
a little hit and miss but also wear. If you have not pulled out a picture of a PM / PMR or W class tender now is
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the time to do so to see the double elliptical spring nests. The old Perth carriage shed used to soak this type of
spring in a tub of oil to soften the ride of passenger stock!
The Americans quickly developed a new version of cast side frames and a cast bolster. The channel transom
was retained and a coil spring package was adopted that had inbuilt friction damping called a “ride control
package”. With white metal friction bearings still employed that have lateral float, a bogie would give excellent
ride performance.
At this point we should reflect on some critical dimensions that “revolve” around bogies and compare these to
model bogies employed in our hobby. The following next diagram applies and it shows the full sized bogie
having a centre plate height just above the axle whereas the model has this height above the wheels. The
lower height here for the full sized bogie thus has body lateral forces directed into the wheels. With heavily
compressed springs it is barely above the axle and lateral forces are thus almost directly pushing into the rails.
If the model bogie (like some at CMR) has this centre plate height above the wheels a lateral force has a
moment arm and creates a couple that is trying to rotate the wagon pivoted on the wheel, off the rails. This is
not a good situation.
The body to bogie centre plate position is taken as the centre of roll for dynamic conditions and for the above,
another way of looking at it is to say that the model bogie sited has a roll centre 50% higher off the rails than
what the full sized ones have.
An important well established aspect of bogies is that the laterally spaced side bearers that are there for body
rocking control are placed just inside of the wheel running line or rail gauge. This ensures that any contact
from rocking directs the line of force inside of the rails thus keeping all weight on the wheels. This wheel
loading will vary from side to side but no force is applied outside of the wheels that can upset stability, another
way of saying “tip you off the rails!”

Before moving on I will anticipate a question now that must be on your mind - passenger cars appear to be,
and locomotives are mounted much higher over their bogies??
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If you take a look at the Indian Pacific coach bogies you will see a bogie bolster that transmits body “pull” to
the bogie via horizontal “traction rods” along the axle centre line. With airbag suspension or body support
systems like on the “old” Prospector railcars, you will see a large bracket hanging from the body and horizontal
traction rods to the low-slung bogie bolster. For locomotives there is a fundamental difference to rolling stock.
In Australia, the bogies and the fuel tank when full generally constitute about 50% of the locomotive mass
which in turn provides a low centre of gravity and thus makes it difficult to roll one of the track. Most
locomotives today do not have a bogie centre plate and for some, no centre pin. Locos sit on their bogies via
springs, rubber pads or “load posts” etc and some have traction pin/ “centre” pins resiliently located between
the No1 and 2 axles (and 5 & 6) which are NOT in the centre of the bogie. The Chinese use a series of bell
cranks which are at the axle centre line and produce a geometrical centre. Take a look at the South African
electric locomotives with inclined traction links from the body, which have a geometrical pulling point at rail
level.
Moving on, the next development in freight bogies was to incorporate damping friction wedges into the bogie
bolster or the side frames so that not only were they shock absorbers or anti-bounce devices they tended to
keep the bogie “square”. The spring plank or transom was then thrown away and so the famous 3-Piece bogie
was born. Next came roller bearings and these do not have lateral float and so any movement of the wheel set
started some unusual bogie movement to the point that as speeds were increased the wagon would be slowly
wrecked. We are now at what was mentioned in paragraph No3 of my first article where people set out to
obtain a better understanding of train dynamics. We will look at the lessons learnt later.
Modelers trying to replicate in simplified form, a 3-Piece bogie, have to have gibbs and guides to try and keep
the frames square to the bolster as it is pretty difficult to build in friction wedges. However, there are pivoted
side-frame types that run very well without springs. These simply make use of the excellent load equalisation
properties of the 3-Piece bogie. The manufacturers of the 3-P have now raised the bar and we see the
Chinese diagonal flexible linked type with passive steering performing brilliantly in Australia along with some
other modified types.
It is not intended to delve deeply into passenger bogies but take a look at the CMR model that looks like a
derivative of those fitted with a sprung equaliser beam. This bogie is more like what was known as the BX or
Baggage Express type. The BX had dampers onto the equaliser beam and a sprung bolster. The
Commonwealth Railways had BXs under their luggage vans used on the “Trans”. If somebody can design a
small simple damper, they would be a handy addition to the CMR bogies to stop them pitching so freely. Some
damping can be obtained by not oiling the axle-box guides. The CMR version has proven to be a sturdy good
performer.
Note that some CMR BX types have vertical pins for coupling articulated train sets. As these pins are either
side of the centre there can be uneven loading for the wheels and station staff give this some attention. One
train set has been modified to have the “tops” of these pins “linked” together. This is to counteract train action,
which is trying to either pull them apart or push them together. You have to understand that these train sets
can gross more than 3tonne and sometimes run in double consist hauled by that brilliant performing Jones G
class. One can say that the link helps the bonds of friendship!
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Another CMR bogie of lighter weight is a simple primary sprung type. The Europeans love this style for freight
service as the only un-sprung mass is the wheel sets and springs. This bogie in the full sized format has
spherical centre bowls to allow the bogie to pitch and twist and thus relies on sprung side bearers to keep the
body upright. N.S.W. used many of this type and it was not unusual for container wagons to lean to one side,
as nobody knows just how the lading is distributed inside. It is not favoured outside of Europe due to high cost
to fabricate and propensity to crack, which has plagued the Australian versions. The CMR bogie does perform
its duties but requires side bearer clearance and persons to refrain from placing couplings on their headstocks,
which has previously been discussed.
A following article will look more closely at locomotive bogies and provide information as to how to check the
actual wheel loading without trying to “weigh” them. It is simple and accurate, however once one finds some
imbalance, you have to work out how to correct them and avoid the dreaded L over V, which causes
derailments.
By Les Smith

*************************************************
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Letter to the Editor

Hi,
I have thrown in these few photos of my last loco that I just finished Un-painted of course for you to look at.
It is modeled on 2ft.gauge Hunslet built for the Natal Government Railways in South Africa in 1905.
The originals were a 4-6-2, but I have made mine a 4-6-4 by increasing the frame so I can sit in the bunker like
"Dennis".
Regards,
John Wakefield

*************************************************
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Letter to the Editor
JDRF RUN DAY on the 16th October was a huge success. Shannon would like to thank all the members who
helped on the day, special thanks goes to Keith Price and Vic Jones for their personal donations. It was a
beautiful Sunny day; the crew prepared the locos. Betsy had a little hose problem which John Watson
repaired, City of Canning was fitted up with the yellow set of carriages and Vic’s G535 with two sets of
carriages, and we were ready to go. We had more members than jobs but they all pitched in and helped. The
public began arriving, setting up gazebos and balloons, with everything set, we were ready to run. It did not
take long to fill the first train. Debbie and Shannon were by the donation table selling bears and JDRF
novelties. Soon we had our first Birthday party group on their way .We had some slow periods during the day,
this gave everyone time to have a rest and a chat. Later after lunch we had the photographer from the
Community News come down and take some photos of loco’s and passengers, which were printed in the
newspaper the following Tuesday, a good bit of advertising for Castledare. The only problem we had was
Betsy decided to drink a little more than she should and ended up being pushed to the station by the crew and
passengers. Tania presented a cheque for $1420.00, a Fantastic Amount! It was the first time I had been to a
3rd Sunday run since the new station was built and it was great to see the public in such numbers, the club is
very lucky to have so many that are willing to give up their time for others to enjoy. Trish I can’t praise you
enough, you and your merry band of workers have done very well to get the passenger numbers so high at
Wilson. Shannon’s total at 5/11/11 was $9005.
Chris Doody

Thank you Castledare love Shannon

*************************************************
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Castledare Gallery
CMR’s 48th Birthday Celebration
(Photographer: P. Stuart)

There were 48 members and family present at the celebrations.
*************************************************
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Castledare Gallery
Sandgropers 2011 - Bunbury
(Photographer: P. Stuart)

*************************************************
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Letter to the Editor

DANAE
A NEW BEGINNING; PART 2
Work has progressed slowly on the boiler, with the timber formers made; it was time to tackle the copper. The
copper is easy to work with. First the copper was cut to size, annealed, and then formed over the moulds, the
copper bent quite well, though on some items it required three to four times the annealing than others. Having
a factory full of metal working machinery made the process so much easier. After finishing the plate work, it
was off to Northern Districts Railway to see Steve Reeves and I am happy to say that it passed the inspection
and Steve has allowed me to proceed with the first stage of the silver soldering, firstly the barrel joint, then
throat plate and outer boiler wrap.

Timber formers

Forming the copper over

Annealing the copper

Completed formed copper

With the need to purchase copper rivets for the barrel joint, it was time to place an order with E J Winters for
some materials. While I was waiting for my order to arrive plus having some holidays to fill and a willing
offsider in Ryan, we started work on the chassis and wheels. The chassis assembly had been sitting around in
a shed for a long time and a fair bit of rust and dirt had collected on it, so it needed to be stripped, cleaned,
and painted. The chassis was first, off with the old paint; apply some rust proof, then on with a primer, followed
by a couple of top coats of gloss black.
Next the wheels, they were all soaked in a bath of ‘Ranex’ (phosphoric acid), then dried. Once all this was
complete, I lubricated and refitted the axle boxes and wheels. It is amazing to see the difference it makes.
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Chassis assembly before

Chassis after priming

Wheels before and after the Soak


Chassis after painting

Rear wheel sets fitted into chassis

So now with the rear wheel set in place, and the axle boxes and front drive wheels in place I now needed to
get some springs fitted up so we can turn the chassis over. Luckily “Danae” only needs front drive springs.
After a little research I decided to make my own springs, not as hard as I had first thought, simply buy some
piano wire the right gauge, manufacture a turning jig and count the turns, finish the ends, solid set and then
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heat relive the stress from the wire. One set of springs for $14.40! Now we can turn Danae over and start the
next stage.
To be continued….

Spring turning jig

Spring in Manufacture

Article by Chris Doody
*************************************************

Letter to the Editor
The DVR track as always is exceptional, perhaps a little short compared to my home track (CMR). As for the
track itself it is an absolute pleasure to ride and drive and in excellent condition. As always I love the DVR
signal system so much I and other CMR members are modeling our signal system on parts of DVR example.
Regards,
Mike Crean

*************************************************
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Fern Road Reconstruction Project, September 2011.
Members will by now, undoubtedly know of the damage sustained by the track in the Fern Road section, a shade over 12
months ago due to buckling caused by fire management vehicles. In short the net result of this was approximately 70m of
track damaged beyond repair, and a decision taken to left re-align and replace with new track for a distance of 140m. The
photos will tell most of the story of the reconstruction itself, but a little information to go along with them is in order. The
roadbed was surveyed and pegged ready for the contractor to come in and grade out and lay the limestone to be used as
a base during February, with the work itself being done in early March. The new alignment features curves which for the
most part are larger than previously used in the area, and large sweeping S curves throughout, this being dictated by
trees, and a newly built fire access road which all had to be negotiated. Now, 140m of track, meant 280 linear metres of
rail had to be fabricated, This being done largely by the Wednesday crew, and for a lot of that time, it was spent dodging
the odd rain shower... this was assembled into 6m lengths, after which drilling of the rail ends were carried out, and the
lengths then welded fully into 12m lengths for transport to the site. Sleepers had over the course of 3-4 months been
received, cut and drilled ready for the time to come for them to be laid out to accept rail. The membership answered the
call for help in September, when the time came to start the installation process. The City of Canning similarly responded
to a request for assistance. We asked if there was the chance of a small roller being available to roll the roadbed. What
we got in return was a bobcat to do final grading, a roller to compact it all, and a front-end loader to finish off levelling for
the first stage of the new lawn in the picnic area! Equipment was loaded and moved out on site as members were
arriving. With a bit of a slow start while processes were sorted out and jobs allocated, we soon got cracking, the use of
Cordless Screw-guns, made for a much quieter than usual track work day, but I think it was worth it. The thought of a
generator running flat out all day was not something I was looking forward to.
I’ll leave the rest to the pictures, but it is fair to say that a few lessons were also learnt.
1. The Per-Way Super, should in future endeavour to add up correctly so we have the right number of sleepers on
hand for the job (BIG thanks to Integrated Recycling in Mildura for express shipping additional material to us!)
2. There will always be a better method for carrying out the tasks involved in a project like this, and I believe we
discovered most of them, on the last day of the project.... (Somebody mention Murphy??)
3. The use of a mixed workforce worked well. Contractors carried out earthworks in readiness for our members to
do what we do best - build a railway.
4. The use of Cordless screw-guns worked well, and will be used again next year when the next section comes up
for rebuild. This will likely be from Niana A, #12 points to the Short Loop, this section showing signs of heavy
wear and being mostly original rail laid in the early 70’s...
There remains a few jobs, small and large, to attend to, and these will be done as and when time permits. I’d like to see a
row of bollards positioned along the track on the river side to discourage vehicles from crossing it again, as well as some
form of retaining for the ballast and roadbed. Ideas for the latter would be well received; current thoughts include the use
of service worn full size rail...
To conclude, my sincere thanks go to those members who helped in whatever capacity, be it making cups of tea, or
cooking the sausages for lunch, or for humping lengths of rail around the paddock, all effort is greatly appreciated, and
the result is an outstanding job.
Craig Belcher
Vice President, and Per-Way Super
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One of the first loaded trains to traverse the new rail. Section opened for limited use for the November 2011 Run day.
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Ryan and the tech gun getting acquainted

The last joint!
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Notice Board
For Sale - REDUCED
71/4 Black 5 chassis, complete and working on air. Tender almost complete. Copper boiler, silver soldered by Bob
Brown and pressure tested certified.
Reason for sale, failing strength and health! Buyer collects.
Can be inspected at:
4, Glenelg Way, Mandurah.
Telephone: 9582 0334. Cliff Pole
Price: $20,000.00 (offers considered)

For Sale in the Canteen;
 CMR DVD - $5 each.
 CMR logo sew-on patches - $5 each.

Private Parties
Please note that Private parties, held on Public run days, MUST operate from the designated station of the day.

Security
Members are reminded not to leave valuables on display in parked cars. Vehicles parked on the top car park have been
broken into.

**************************************************

MESSAGE FROM THE EDITOR
Please do not forget to advise the editor if you change your email address, or home address. This will ensure that you
always receive your Cinders and Soot notification, or ‘snail mail’ copy. Thank you.
If you wish to contribute an article to Cinders and Soot, please note that the closing date is the 15th of each month.
Please send your contributions to Trish Stuart at the email address on the page 2.
***

Merry Christmas and a happy & healthy New Year – wishing you
all the best for 2012 ***

*************************************************
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Sponsors of CMR

Brian Gardiner Motors
(08) 9279 7244

DiCandilo
(08) 9356 9000

Applied Fire Technology (08) 9478 3362

Rheem Australia (08) 9351 4293

Dingo Australia (08) 9311 9811

Fireless Fire Services (08) 9371 6913
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